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Thank you to all who have donated and continue
to donate to the St Paul’s Foundation – your
generosity is very much appreciated by all who
are involved with our school.
Megan Smith
Chairperson St Paul’s Foundation

SCHOLAR SH IPS – To ensure a family’s income
doesn’t stop a worthy teenager from having the
opportunity to learn at St Paul’s.
EDUCATION FACILITIES – To assist in the
construction, expansion and modernising of world-class
educational facilities for students and staff.
LEARNING PROGRAMMES – To assist in the
development of innovative learning programmes such
as the Agribusiness curriculum and the emotional
intelligence programme being delivered to all students
weekly through Character Education.
S TAFF PROFESSIONAL D EVELO PMENT –
To assist our staff to keep abreast of cutting edge
developments in education within New Zealand and
around the world, through school visits, conferences
and attending guest speaker forums.
Reg and Mary’s legacy continues to live on not only
through St Paul’s Foundation, but also through the
people who share their generosity of spirit.

FROM THE ST PAUL’S
FOUNDATION
Perhaps with the exception of the initial building of our
fine school in 1958 never has such an intense building
programme been undertaken in St Paul’s Collegiate
history. The St Paul’s Foundation is sincerely grateful
to our vast diaspora of Collegians and supporters for
your generosity, allowing us to progress world-class
learning and sports facilities that benefit not only our
students but ultimately our country. All donations
matter deeply and have the ability to transform lives as
is evidenced by the Te Amorangi scholarships. Once the
Learning Hub is completed Tihoi may well have to share
it’s “Jewel in the Crown” title - what an exceptional
educational facility this will be.
Thank you to all who have donated and continue to
donate to the St Paul’s Foundation – your generosity
is very much appreciated by all who are involved with
our school. You are a special part of the St Paul’s
Collegiate family.
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One of the most inspirational influences on St Paul’s
Collegiate School was provided by Mr Reginald Hornsby
and his wife, Mary. Mr Hornsby took up his appointment
as Headmaster at St Paul’s in September 1963.
In his six years as Headmaster of St Paul’s, Mr
Hornsby turned the school around. By 1969, the survival
of St Paul’s was assured. But the legacy of the Hornsby’s
didn’t stop at their tenure in charge of the School. As
our first benefactors, they are remembered through the
work of the St Paul’s Foundation for turning possibilities
into reality.
St Paul’s Foundation is the fundraising arm of
St Paul’s Collegiate School. As a fully independent
co-educational school, the school is dependent on
philanthropy to provide financial assistance in the
following ways:

Megan Smith
Chairperson St Paul’s Foundation
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BACK ROW
Andrew Johnson – Director
Grant Lander – Headmaster
John Jackson – Deputy Chair
Allen Johnstone – Director
FRONT ROW
Andrea Harper – Foundation Assistant
Megan Smith – Chair
Catherine Clark – Director
Nicki Robb – Director
Gregg Brown – Director (absent)
Brett Maber – Director (absent)
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THANK YOU TO
OUR GENEROUS
COMMUNITY
OF GIVERS

Today, St Paul’s is a very different school from the one
our first pioneering students first set foot in 60 years
ago. We have turned possibilities into reality, thanks to
the commitment from people like you, members of our
wonderful school community.
Building a first-class campus over the past six
years has seen considerable on-going investment and
improvement in our existing infrastructure. We have
undertaken and completed five large projects with the
financial support of our generous community.
Gallagher Agribusiness Centre of Excellence
opened in 2016, the Mary Hornsby Music Centre
extension opened in 2018, the new Dance and Drama
Performance Centre opened in 2019, and our two
boarding houses, Williams House and Clark House were
expanded and refurbished.
As an independent school that receives minimal
financial assistance from the government, crucial
investments and improvements in our school are only
possible with the on-going support of people like you.
Your generous assistance is required to help us
continue to provide first-class facilities to ensure we
are preparing St Paul’s students for life in the global
environment. Support from alumni, parents, and
friends makes a significant impact on our students
and increases the school’s ability to innovate, excel
and lead. We are deeply grateful for this expression of
confidence in St Paul’s Collegiate School.
Grant Lander

Headmaster St Paul’s Collegiate School

Support from alumni, parents,
and friends makes a significant
impact on our students and
increases the school’s ability
to innovate, excel and lead.
Today, St Paul’s is a very different school from the

TARGET
$1.5MILLION

A significant building is about to take shape on St Paul’s
landscape in the form of a new Learning Hub. This is
potentially the most ambitious project the School
Board has ever undertaken.
The Learning Hub is both a building and a learning
space that will be used by many. While serving the
purpose of the building it is replacing – as a library – the
hub will also offer a range of learning spaces and new
technologies. Students can access support, work on
group assignments, socialise in a different setting, video
conference and schedule extra lessons with tutors.
The library was demolished during the school’s
September holidays, and now it’s time for the next
stage. Before the Learning Hub gets underway, 42
truckloads of soil will be removed from the site to form
the foundations. Then the development of this state-ofthe-art facility can begin. The new structure will become
a central area for students and staff alike to gather and
learn. The hub will become an integral part of everyday
life at St Paul’s.
It is thanks to your ongoing support that projects like
this are possible.

S T. PAUL’S FOUNDATION
DONATIONS

THE IMPACT
OF YOUR
CONTRIBUTION
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LEARNING HUB

RAISED
$985,000
TOTAL
RAISED
TO DATE
FROM 37
DONORS
LARGEST
INDIVIDUAL
DONATION
$500,000

YEAR BY NUMBER S • 1 JANUARY TO 31 D ECEMBER 20 19
TOTAL DONATIONS GIVEN (2018 TOTAL - $440,764)

You have done something remarkable,
you have helped the St Paul’s
Foundation hold true to its vision, to
create a strong St Paul’s community
now and in the future.

Let’s look at the total
impact you made.
TURNING POSSIBILITIES INTO REALITY

$707,731

$436,206 Scholarships
$193,500 Building a first-class campus
$55,825

Cultural

$22,200

Sporting

TRUS T FUNDING -TOTAL GIVEN

$180,771
$80,771

Hockey Pavilion

$100,000

Hockey Turf resurface

TOTAL NUMBER OF DONORS 107
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TE AMORANGI SCHOLAR SH IPS
The Te Amorangi Scholarship programme was
started at St Paul’s Collegiate School in 2015 by two
philanthropists, Jack Jenkins and Kevin Gallichan.
They wanted to provide young people from low
socioeconomic backgrounds or through altered, adverse
circumstances, the opportunity to be educated in a
safe and positive educational community, free from the
constraints brought about by a lack of funds.
Since 2015, 24 students have been given the
opportunity to thrive at St Paul’s Collegiate School.
These students are generously supported by 17 sponsors
to the value of $200k per annum.
One of the greatest joys in life comes from knowing
you have impacted someone else positively.
“I am very grateful for the opportunity you have given
me to be able to attend St Paul’s and experience amazing
programmes like Tihoi. If it was not for your helping hand
and loving heart, then I wouldn’t be here and wouldn’t be
the person I am today. Thank you for providing me with
this opportunity.”
Te Amorangi Scholarship recipient 2019

DONNY TRUS T AGRIBUSINESS
SCHOLAR SH IPS
In partnership with Donny Charitable Trust,
Agribusiness Scholarships are awarded to young men
and women starting at St Paul’s in Year 11 or 12, who
would like to be part of the Centre of Excellence for
Agricultural Science and Business programme.
The funding received from Donny Charitable Trust since
2017 (annually $75,000) has enabled nine students
to study Agribusiness at St Paul’s. The scholarship
recipients for 2019 were:
l Mikayla McClennan
l Daniel Pearse
l Chloe Davies
l Ellis Watson
l Kalem Cardon
l Awatea Gudgeon

FUNDING
RECEIVED
HAS ENABLED
NINE STUDENTS
TO STUDY
AGRIBUSINESS
AT ST PAUL’S

TE AMORANGI SCHOLARSHIPS

17

SPONSORS

$200k
P/A
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24

STUDENTS

I am extremely grateful
for your generosity of the
scholarship and offering me the
opportunity helping me break
away from the shell in the city
and explore the farming world
in the Waikato. This has been
the kickstart I needed to help
me start to pursue my dream
and future career.
Thank you.
Donny Trust scholarship recipient
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HOCKEY PAVILION
Everyone involved in Hockey at St Paul’s is excited
about the completion of the new Hockey Pavilion
for 2020. The roof is on, the doors and windows are
complete and the inside is taking shape. With an office
and meeting room on the first floor, this will become a
home for coaching and learning. There will also be an IT
window for video analysis and the large deck will have
glass balustrade with great viewing opportunities over
the turf for varied uses.
Thank you to Jon and Sue Tanner, Rototuna New
World and the Lion Foundation for their support in
helping us with this amazing hockey asset.
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AN EARLY MORNING BLESSING FOR THE
S T BARNA BAS’ ANNEX
Following months of construction, the eagerly awaited
drama and performance centre was blessed and opened
in time for 2019 classes to begin.
In early February Revd Peter Rickman, Matua Tahau
Thompson, Kaumatua Taki Turner, Te Waiti Rawiri
(Year 13) and members of our school community
gathered for the blessing of the school’s new drama
and performance centre.
The ‘black box’ room, named St Barnabas’ Annex, is a
multi-purpose space for students to practise and learn
the performing arts and will become a ‘backstage’ when
performances are being held in the chapel.

PUDDLES N O LONGER ON THE
NEW HOCKEY T URF
The hockey turf was replaced earlier this year thanks
to the generous support of Grassroots Trust. The new
turf has better drainage and players are enjoying the
smoothness of the surface, which allows the ball to roll
without bouncing. The softer surface is also proving
better to run on and easier on the players’ joints.
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MULGREW MUSIC RECORDING S T UDIO
We are incredibly grateful to Craig and Belinda Mulgrew
and family who have enabled the school to have a new
recording studio in the Mary Hornsby Music Centre.
Our delighted students have been making their own
music on the equipment in the studio this year, through
some trial and error and with training from Wintec.
For 2020 and beyond we have enlisted the help
of Harley Flynn (Freelance Audio Technician) to hold
ongoing training sessions with music students and
teachers.

‘THE JOURNEY’, BY PAUL DIBBLE
To celebrate 60 years of the school and 40 years of
Tihoi Venture School a bronze sculpture of an oversized
student exiting a tent, is the focal point for those who
drive in the school grounds, and is the second piece of
public art for Hamilton by accomplished sculptor,
Paul Dibble.
Entitled, The Journey the sculpture, reflects the
change and transition of adolescent boys and girls into
adulthood, through their education experience at St
Paul’s Collegiate School. It is also symbolic of St Paul,
who changed and transitioned from the persecutor of
Christians Saul, to Paul the champion.
The sculpture captures the essence of adolescence
through the figure looking awkward and confused. This
represents the time when adolescents are beginning to
work things out for themselves. It represents the story
of childhood to adulthood through the uncertainty and
excitement of adolescence.
The artist’s use of a tent was inspired by the
architectural vision behind St Paul’s Collegiate School
chapel. The chapel was deliberately designed in the
shape of a Middle Eastern tent reflecting that students
don’t stay long, they ‘pitch’ their tent and after their
time at school, they move on.

Belinda and
Craig Mulgrew
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LEAVE A LEGACY
The Whesby Society honours those who have chosen
to give a gift that makes a difference beyond their
lifetime by remembering St Paul’s in their Will. The first
bequest was given to the school in 1976, and since then
17 others have followed this legacy. An honours board
displayed in the Chapel of Christ the King recognises
those in memoriam who continue to enhance the lives
of our students through bequest giving.

LOOKING FORWARD

We are looking to construct an outdoor central sporting
hub over the existing tennis courts.
This all-weather facility will be used for a multitude
of sporting codes. These include indoor netball, five-aside hockey, futsal and indoor hockey. The new inclusion
of these sports will allow our students a wider variety
of sporting options to choose from when deciding what
sport to play and entice more teams and organisations
to choose St Paul’s as a training facility or competition
destination.
The development of this facility will further evolve the
student-community partnership throughout our school.
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S T PAUL’S SWORDS - 20 19 LEAVER S GIFT
The leavers’ gift is a long-standing tradition at St Paul’s
and acts as a reminder of the student’s time at school.
Our Year 13 leavers have commissioned Cam Besley, a
stainless steel expert from Mainline Sheetmentals, to
create an enlarged version of the crossed swords from
St Paul’s crest along with the school motto (State in
Fide) inscribed underneath. The sculpture, positioned
on a concrete plinth and located in front of the Mary
Hornsby Music Centre, will remind all who pass to unite
and stand firm in the faith.

BUBBLES HOUR
Ladies lock in the date, kick up your heels and
enjoy a night on us with the feisty, fun and
fabulous Lisa O’Neill.
WHERE: St Paul’s Collegiate School
WHEN: Thursday 21st May 2020, 5:30-7:30pm
Invitations to this inspirational new event will
be coming to your letterbox early in 2020.
To register your interest, please contact Andrea
a.harper@stpauls.school.nz
Bring your best gal pal and join us to get the
inside word.
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St Paul’s Collegiate School
Thurs 21st May 2020,
5:30-7:30pm
“Enjoy a ladies night out with this girl
and you’ll never see life the
same way again!!!”
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HEARTFELT THANK YOU
As a donor you brought so much delight in 2019 through your support for
everything from buildings to assisting students financially. You have built dreams,
created hope and inspired the next generation of leaders. Looking to the future,
there is much excitement about new opportunities for growth and celebration.
The momentum is building, and relationships are growing; we hope you will
continue to be part of the small but mighty St Paul’s community for years to come.

Thank you.

Andrea Harper St Paul’s Foundation

THE SPIRIT OF GENEROSITY AT
ST PAUL’S COLLEGIATE SCHOOL
The acknowledgements below gratefully recognise financial gifts made
to St Paul’s between 1 January 2019 and 31 December 2019.
SCHOLAR SH IPS
Donny Charitable Trust
Greg Thompson and Kate Shaw
Simon Perry
Laurie Pilling
Andy Lowe
Bob Hayward
Fran Wyborn
Lance Hughes
Steven Dyke
Jack and Alison Jenkins
Ray and Lynette Stark
Greenlea Foundation
Bob and Cynthia Armstrong
Walter Dewe
Don and Judy Stotter
Anonymous (x7)
BUILDING A FIR S T CLASS
CAMPUS
Chris and Jill Grace
Kevin and Andrea Deane
Guy Lethbridge
Richard and Felicity Ludbrook
Anonymous (x6)
SPORT
Jon and Sue Tanner
Rototuna New World
CULT URE
Craig and Belinda Mulgrew
St Paul’s Parents Association
St Paul’s Collegians
St Paul’s Foundation
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CHAPEL CHAIR S
Gregory Beach
John Calder
Paul Campbell
Warren and Cindy Clayton-Greene
Linden and Maryann Cooper
Robert Cox
Peter and Dinny Dryburgh
Barry Galpin
Leveson and Vicki Gower
Agnes and Alex Gower
John and Jenny Jackson
Allen and Jo Johnstone
Andrew Johnson and Sarah Morton-Johnson
Sushma Kansal
David Kidd
Peter Lorimer
Glenn and Lisa Mackay
Rob and Pru Mandeno
Foster and Karen Kalma
Wayne and Nicki Robb
Greg Thompson
Sue Waddell
Alastiair and Anna Grigg
Peter and Megan Smith
Grant and Sasha Weck
LEAVER S GIFT
Simon and Paula Beveridge
Richard Allen and Gina Lane
Gregg and Suzanne Brown
Wynn and Tracy Brown
Andrew and Kirsten Chisholm
Sam and Katie Coxhead
Kevin and Andrea Deane
Blair Dickie and Judith van Rossem
Roger and Elizabeth Healy

Kelvin and Kathryn Hogg
Marc and Kelly Hunter
David and Lyndi Jefferis
Allen and Jo Johnstone
Blair and Carla Lovell
Rob and Pru Mandeno
Catherine Marrow
Stefan and Ira Mayer
Simon McDonald and Maniisha Wiessing
David and Heather McLean
Brendon Mclean and
Phillipa McLean-Bluck
Tommy Moana and
Maxine Moana-Tuwhangai
Gregory and Helen Morton
Craig and Belinda Mulgrew
Dean and Tina Orsler
Ross and Susan Parker
Jeffery Penno and Bronwyn Smits
Quinton and Eryca Rawiri
Harry Rich and Donna McCallum
Tim and Kate Stace
David and Tania Wollebregt
Paul and Jacqueline Walsh
Brian and Linda Watson
Graham and Karianne Wills
Alasdair and Dawn Woore
Spark and Annemarie Zylstra
Anthony and Irene Karton
Dion and Jenny D’Anvers
Carey West and Haidee Davis
Duncan and Sandra Grant
Colin and Rosemary Stokes
Garry and Alison Mallet
Jan Goddard
Paul and Sarah Tustin
Colin Speake
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IMPORTANT 2020 DATES
In 2020 the St Paul’s Foundation will be hosting the following events:
2 April

Donor Appreciation Day

11-3pm

21 May

Bubbles Hour with Lisa O’Neil

5.30-7pm

1 July

Donor Cocktail Hour

10 September Exclusive Hornsby Circle Evening
3 November

Junior and new families Grandparents Day

19 November Volunteer Celebration

5.30-7pm
6-10pm
10-2pm
5.30-7pm

Invitations will be sent out for these events, and we look forward
to having you join us at these special occasions.
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TURNING
POSSIBILITIES
INTO REALITY
For further information please contact
Foundation Assistant Andrea Harper
P 07 957 8878
E a.harper@stpauls.school.nz
W stpaulsfoundation.school.nz

St Paul’s Foundation Charities
Commission Regiastration #CC36315
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